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SGA elections
in full swing
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Keri Sylvia, a junior, casts her ballot during the first day of the Student Government Association’s
elections. The polls willl remain open until 5:00 p.m. on Wed., March 2, in the Donahue, Sawyer and
NESAD lobbies.

Progam provides tax help
Christopher DeFillippi
Journal Staff

Suffolk students, faculty and
members of the Beacon Hill com
munity will be eligible for free
income-tax filing assistance in a
program sponsored by Suffolk's
chapter of Beta Alpha Psi, the
honor society for accounting stu
dents.
Waiting outside room 522 in
the Sawyer building on the after
noon of Feb. 22, students stood
quietly in the hallway, holding lit
tle laminated pieces of paper with
numbers on them.
"I feel like I'm on death row
waiting for my number to be
called," said junior Alex Cooper.
"But yeah, yeah, I need some
money." Others in line had similar
sentiments.
"It's my second time using [the
free-tax assistance]," said senior
Kiva Starr. "It went well. I was in
and out really quick."
The program, known as
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
(VITA), will be entering its 36th
year in the state of Massachusetts
and its 10th at Suffolk University.
This year the program began on
Feb. 8 and will continue every
Tuesday, from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
until April 12.
Professor Tracy Noga, the

lb

coordinator for Suffolk's chapter
of Beta Alpha Psi as well as VITA,
said the program could help stu
dents who would otherwise not
know what to do."I would say most [students]
don't even know where to start,"
Noga said. "They get their W-2's
and they're not sure what to do
with it. That particularly applies to
the foreign students that are new to
the US and have no idea what our
tax laws are."
Foreign students, who, accord
ing to Noga, make up well over
half the students seeking tax assis
tance, are eligible for some of the
biggest tax refunds.
"The US has treaties with cer
tain countries," Noga said. "For
instance, if you're a student from
Canada, your first $10,000 of
income are tax free; if you're from
China, $5,000. Also, the foreign
students don't have to pay Social
Security or Medicare because
they're not going to stay until
retirement."
American students, if they are
not counted as dependents and are
either paying for their education
directly or are already paying
interest on their student loans, can
also be expected to reap a signifi
cant refund.
"If you want to talk about sav
ings, the education [tax] credit is

up to $2,000 and the student loan
deduction can save you, bottom
line, on average, $400," Noga said.
This year, a good number of
local citizens and students are
expected to use VITA's services.
"[VITA] started relatively
small, before my time, with maybe
ten or 12 volunteers, and helped 50
or 60 tax-payers in a tax season,"
said Noga. "Last year, we had
about 40 volunteers who did over
500 tax returns. And I would say
we are on par with that this year."
Denise
Rodriguez-Malvo,
staff-assistant to the accounting
department and a VITA volunteer,
credited digitized filing for the
increased number of returns they
are able to process.
"We went from paperwork,
which was fun ... to the computer,
which is faster and more efficient,"
Rodriguez-Malvo said. "You can
do it ten minutes, 15 minutes
because you just have to input the
main information, and the W-2
forms. I mean, it calculates every
thing. Then after that you just have
to, depending on the person ...
you can just go ahead and make
that extra correction or update.
And then, Voila, finished."
Rodriguez-Malvo had estimat
ed it took an average of a half-hour
to 45 minutes to file each return

see TAXES, page 6

and outs of SGA and 1 want to help
the students express their opin
Journal Staff
ions."
Amanda Cripps, a freshman
In an effort to increase voter
member-at-large,
which is an SGA
turnout, the Student Government
Association elections will be held member that isn’t elected and does
for two days starting Tue., March not have voting rights, but is
1 and Wed., March 2, from 9:00 appointed when an elected mem
ber leaves, is also running for a
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Votes can be cast in the senate position. "I like being
Donahue, Sawyer, and NESAD involved and representing the stu
lobbies, corresponding to students' dents' voice," Cripps said.
Cripps is also enthusiastic
majors. CAS and undecided stu
dents vote in the Donahue lobby, about the new senate structure. "It
business students vote in Sawyer creates a team environment,
because everyone is in the same
and art students vote in NESAD.
Instead of only being allowed position and we would be working
to vote with a Suffolk ID, state together," she said.
However, Pisacane, Meagher
licenses can also be used. In addi
tion, ballot questions will gauge and Cripps will be joined on the
the direct opinions of the student ballot by some fresh competition
bringing more opinions to the
body on issues that affect them.
The changes are the result of an table. Freshman Josh Plotke hopes
investigation by the SGA's to make improvements to many
Election Reform Committee as to areas of Suffolk University,
why so few students have turned including the math department,
clubs, and athletic
out to vote in
opportunities for
the past.
“They're totally re-doing
With the
students
who
passing of a
the whole system now. ”
don't want to join
new constitu
an intercollegiate
tion for the
Kristin Reynolds
team.
SGA,
the
Sophomore
Plocke is one
of the ten fresh
entire stmcture of the
men running for
body has changed. Instead of vot seven seats. The sophomore class
ing for positions such as class has nine people running, and the
president and vice president, the junior class has a lower numberstudent body will now vote for three candidates and four write-in
seven senators of equal stature to candidates.
represent each class.
As far as the voters are con
The traditional positions of cerned, their feelings are mixed.
president, vice president, treasurer Sophomore Kristin Reynolds
and secretary will then be voted on plans on casting her ballot because
by the newly elected senators.
of the changes made to SGA.
Students will notice some "Well, they're totally re-doing the
familiar faces on the ballot if they whole system now. From the little
decide to head to the polls. Elected 1 read on it there seemed to be too
as a representative for the Class of much infighting in the old one.”
2008 in the fall election, Cordelia
Many students still remain
Pisacane is running again as a sen unaffected by any changes made
ator, in accordance with the new to the organization. While plan
senate stmcture.
,
ning to vote in the upcoming elec
"I believe it is time for changes tions, freshman Josh Samataro
within student government here," stated, "I am not aware of said
Pisacane said. "Changes that will changes and considering the fact
allow us to advocate for the stu that I forgot to vote in the last elec
dents here more so then we have tion, I will be unaware of any new
in the past. I want to pursue the convenience this election holds."
concerns of the student body," she
Others are motivated by the
said.
campaigns of students they know.
Caitlin Meagher, also elected "I don't care either way to be hon
as a representative for the Class of est. My friend asked me to vote,"
2008, said, "I understand the ins says sophomore Joe Ferraro.
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Haircuts for a good cause
Amy Farnsworth
Journal Staff
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Students took advantage of the Maksou Salon staff’s expertise
on Feb. 24, at the 10 Somerset dormitory.

Armed with scissors and hairspray, four stylists from the
upscale Maksou Salon cut hair for
a good cause on Feb. 24 at
Suffolk's 10 Somerset residence
hall.
Their haircuts usually range
from$55-$125. However, students
were able to get the same service
for only $10 when the salon
teamed up with SOULS to raise
money for On the Rise, a woman's
shelter in Cambridge.
Outside the dorm a large line of
students awaited professional
pampering.
But inside the
makeshift salon, techno music
filled the room as Charles Maksou
explained his philosophy on hair.
"It's not about the hair, it's
about the package," Maksou said.
"We believe in a natural finish;
whatever it takes to make the per
son happy."
The Maksou full-service spa
and salon, located at 125 Broad St.
in the Financial District, caters to
the city of Boston and Jras even
serviced celebrities such as
Caroline Kennedy, news anchor
and reporter Natalie Jacobson and
actor Anthony Michael Hall.
Now, Suffolk University stu
dents can receive the same special
treatment with a permanent 20
percent discount.
Over 20 people received hair
cuts in the first hour of the event.
While the line outside the dorm
continued to grow, because of the
high demand, some people soon
found out they would not be able
to get a haircut.
Those that received pampering
were delighted with their hair
styles. Freshman Phally Eth sport
ed a Lindsay Lohan-inspired look.
"I'm really happy. She layered it

and brought out the waves more,"
Eth said.
Freshman Carolyn Caraso held
up a mirror and smiled at her new
hairstyle. "It's just what I wanted
and it's healthier. It's good too
because whenever you go to a hair
salon it costs so much, but here I
was able to get a haircut for less,
for a good cause," she said.
Another student from Hawaii
took the chair of stylist Maksou.
"Look, he's from Hawaii, he needs
to look like a flower or some
thing," Maksou shouted over the
techno beats.
Maksou developed his own
technique when he began to cut
hair in 1989. Stylists cut hair when
dry in order to see how it can be
styled, according to Maksou.
"Nothing should be even. [Hair]
should be more natural. People are
so used to having even hair,"
Maksou said.
Maksou continued to cut hair
without even looking at the cus
tomer's head. "I love cutting hair.
Every time I lift the hair. I'm tak
ing measurements even though I'm
not looking," he said.
The fun continued when fresh
man Emma Richards agreed to
undergo a dramatic hair makeover
for a unique and daring style. "My
mom always cuts my hair. She's
not a stylist. I just sit on the deck
and get it done," Richards said.
Before
Maksou
touched
Richards' hair, he cautioned her,
"I'm not going to cut a mullet." A
reluctant and nervous Richards
bravely took a seat as Maksou
began to cut her hair. When he fin
ished with Richards, he held up a
mirror to reveal her new hairstyle.
"She has a soft smile and she
had heavy hair before," Maksou
explained. He finished her new 'do
with a mist of ocean water for tex
ture and kissed her. "I feel like I'm

bald," Richards laughed. "It's dif
ferent and it's a large adjustment."
After a day full of chitchat and
hairdryers, Doug Tewksbury,
coordinator of community service
and service learning at Suffolk,
commented on the success of the
event. "We were incredibly
impressed with the turn out. It was
a great event and we had a lot of
people. Our students got a great
service that was really affordable,
when you look at how much hair
cuts can cost."
The event raised $410 for the
On the Rise woman's shelter.
SOULS had worked with the shel
ter numerous times before. Last
November, they donated clothing
and toiletries and volunteers
worked during summer orientation
to help benefit the shelter.
On the Rise is a woman's day
shelter that was founded by a
Harvard student. The shelter pro
vides women with a safe and com
fortable environment that has vari
ous amenities including laundry
machines, a library and a kitchen,
according to Tewksbury.
"We have been able to donate a
lot of money to them. They are
always incredibly grateful,"
Tewksbury said. "They always
need help with volunteering, but
they also always need help with
money. Having money donated is
what puts gas in the vans to pick
up women with their outreach
workers and keeps the electricity
on," he said.
In the future, SOULS will con
tinue to help others by conducting
similar events. Over spring break a
group of students will travel to
Greensboro,
N.C.
for
an
Alternative Spring Break, where
they will work with Habitat for
Humanity, while other students
will participate in Suffolk's
Service Day during April.

Reality bytes for women in video games
Rose Francois
Journal Staff
Whether it's actual flesh and blood
women or their pixilated equivalents,
women have fought to be viewed as some
thing other than mere sexual objects for
decades. The video game world fruly is a
man's world; animated women just live in it.
On Tues., March 1, Suffolk professor
Nina Huntemann explored that world in her
lecture "Beyond Ms. Pac-Man: Images of
Women in Video Games." Huntemann, an
avid video gamer since the age of 8,
explored gender issues in blockbuster
games and analyzed the marketing of such
games.
A key question that Huntemann exam
ined was why girls and women in general do
not play video games as much a men. "I was
the only girl in the arcade," Huntemann
admitted. "I had a sense at age 10, that I was
into something that my girlfriends were
not."
If you've ever picked up a video game
magazine, you would be able to realize right
away who's being targeted in the advertise
ments - men. It's obvious that women do not
play video games as much as men. The

video game industry reports that 60 percent
of its players are men and only 39 percent
are women.
In her research, Huntemann found even
this statistic to be a little deceiving. Included
in the 39 percent were women who played
solitaire, free cell and other such games on
their computers. The average gamer knows
there is a clear difference between solitaire
and "Soul Caliber 2," to use one example;
solitaire, of course, is not a "video game."
"The industry itself is male dominated,"
said Huntemann. Images and advertise
ments are thus geared towards males, lead
ing Huntemann to think to herself, "Maybe
this isn't meant for me; maybe this isn't
something I should be engaged in."
Himtemann became fascinated with the
video game world around 1978, at the same
time video games were becoming a leading
force in the entertainment industry. The
1980's saw an explosion of new consoles
and games on the market. However, unlike
current games, classic games were marketed
much differently.
In the beginning, the video game was
almost
gender
neutral,
explained
Huntemann. With the use of a slideshow,
she displayed early advertisements for video

games. In the ads were boys, girls, women
and parents - whole families playing games
together. "There was a time when video
games were marketed not necessarily
towards women or men but just as enter
tainment," said Huntemann.
"So what happened?" Huntemaim asked
those in attendance. The video game indus
try itself changed. Suffering over-saturation
and slow sales, the industry crashed in the
mid-1980's, resulting in the marketing and
games we see today.
Being one of the few companies that sur
vived the crash, Nintendo decided to change
their focus on whom and what they market
ed. Refining their target market, Nintendo's
focus became less broad and as a result,
woman gamers were no longer on equal
ground with men.
Huntemann spoke about the three roles
that women often take in video games; the
damsel in distress, a strong woman and the
woman who is murdered. "If they're not
actually being rescued, they're being
[avenged]," Huntemann said.
When strong women are portrayed in
video games, they are often trapped in the
role of being sexual objects, explained
Huntemann. This is very much the case for

one of the most famous female characters in
video games, Laura Croft of "Tomb Raider."
"She is not realistic by any means," said
Huntemann about the 5-foot-9-inch, 100pound busty beauty. "Their sexuality is
exaggerated," explained Huntemann, as she
compared a male and a female character
from the same video game. "The women are
dressed to be decorative, sexy and the men
are dressed fimctionally."
Female characters, if portrayed as war
riors, are very capable; like their male coun
terparts, they are intelligent and strong.
"They have evolved, they have become
stronger, but they must always be sexual
objects," said Huntemann. "They have this
dual role to play."
When video games are released with
strong female characters, they seldom suc
ceed on the market, Huntemann. Recent
releases such as "Death by Degrees," whose
lead character is female, have not been as
bankable as games with male lead charac
ters or female characters whose sexuality is
emphasized.
Male gamers themselves have wondered
about the lack of women in the gaming
world. They too have noticed how women
are portrayed in games. "It's degrading how

see VIDEO GAMES page 6
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Faculty sound off on grade inflation in higher ed.
Christopher DeFillippi
Journal Staff

History professor John Cavanagh led a
discussion on Match 1 titled "The Dilemma
of Grade Inflation," hosted by the Center for
Teaching Excellence, a fomm for faculty
conversations about teaching methods.
Attended by roughly 20 faculty mem
bers, numerous theories as to the effects of
grade inflation, its pervasiveness, as well as
possible ways to address the phenomenon
were introduced.
"Whatever happened to the average of
C?" asked professor Peter Bum.
"It's fading fast," replied Cavaiiagh.
Among those in attendance, there was lit
tle consensus as to how to curb grade infla
tion, or whether such a practice would even
be desirable.
Cavanagh related that, as an undergradu
ate student at Dartmouth College, the 'D' he
received in his first history course provoked
him to study harder.
Later in the lecture, Cavanagh quoted
from a hand-out he had written, highlighting
some of his chief concerns of grade infla
tion.
"[Grade inflation], they rationalize in any
number of ways, while I consider the prac
tice to be basically unprofessional and
unethical," Cavanagh said.
"For an instmctor to compress most
grades near the top of the scale is to make it
virtually impossible to distinguish the best

students from the good, the good from the
mediocre and the mediocre from the poor."
Pointing out that grading standards can
vary considerably, professor Jonathan
Haughton mentioned that in Ireland a grade
of 40 percent was enough to pass and that 70
ppercent or higher would be the equivalent
of an 'A.' "I typically center my course
around a B-," Haughton said. "I say at the
beginning of my class that no more than 15
percent are going to get A's."
Other professors addressed the possibili
ty that by having a set-in-stone median
grade and being required to give half the
students a higher grade and half of them a
lower grade, it was almost as if they would
be required to give low grades to students
who didn't deserve them.
"I worry I'm penalizing kids by going by
archaic standards," said Bum, who uses the
C-range of grades for average performance.
What was largely agreed upon, however,
was that the faculty felt as if modem grading
was considerably more arbitrary than it used
to be.
"I'm a mathematician and I have no idea
how to quantify [students' performances],"
said professor Paul Ezust later in the discus
sion.
■
"I'm not sure that among us here, who've
been [at Suffolk] for years, that we can agree
on what these grades mean," Bum said.
He went on to say that when college
administrators make recipients of C-grades
eligible for academic probation, they are

What’s your scholarship?

exacerbating the problem.
"It's an empowered culture," said profes
sor Richard Miller. "No one wants to be
average."
Professor Eric Myrvaagnes said that by
graduate school, grading becomes even less
reflective.
"By the time you're in grad school it's no
longer as necessary to make fine distinc
tions," Myrvaagnes said, claiming that to get
an ‘F’ grade as a graduate student, you have
to go to extreme measures not do do well in
class.
Myrvaagnes went on to say that in cours
es such as mathematics and computer sci
ence, which require fully understanding one
course before moving on to the next, gradeinflation can be particularly harmful.
"I would really like to know what other
people are doing," said Myrvaagnes in terms
of grading. "Perhaps it would be good if the
median grades were published, department
by department."
Professor Geny Richman said that by
offering his students the opportunity to re-do
written assignments, he is able to grade hon
estly without putting his students at an
unfair disadvantage.
"For all my students I give them the
opportunity to reverse [their grades]," said
Richman. "This is a 'C,' but it has A+ poten
tial."
Other faculty addressed grade inflation
as the result of the changing nature of an
undergraduate degree's meaning. One pro

fessor shared a story of a student who regu
larly fell asleep in his class, because he also
had a full-time job managing an Auto-Zone.
He explained that a college degree now was
the equivalent of a high-school degree 50
years ago: essentially, a passage into the
middle-class.
Cavanagh mentioned near the beginning
of the lecture that, colleges are now often
seen as degree factories, and that in the
Suffolk Business School brochures, students
are sometimes referred to as "clients."
Building on these ideas, Ezust said that
Suffolk students, who often work full-time
Jobs in addition to coming to school, are not
traditional students.
For these reasons, it is necessary to tread
cautiously when grading them in the tradi
tional median grade of'C', manner. He com
pared Suffolk students' average high school
GPA's with neighboring schools that Suffolk
is in competition with.
"The thing 1 try to explain is (and are
these comments falling on deaf ears?) is that
we get students with 'C averages [in highschool]," Ezust said. "The one thing that is
demonstrably clear from their high school
careers is that they're not very good at being
students yet.. .They need help."
While he clarified he was not saying that
Suffolk students were unintelligent, he did
say that many are not from a traditional, academics-oriented background and it is neces
sary that their grades be encouraging as well
as honest.

ACCOLADES FOR THE MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA program continues to
prepare business professionals for the realities of management in global,
technology-driven work environments in specializations such as:
• Accounting • Computer information Systems
• Economics • Finance • International Business
• AAanagement • Marketing • Health Administration

OUR TOP 10

GRADUATE MAJORS:
MBA, Physician Assistant,
Interactive Communications,
Teaching, Biomedical Sciences,
Molecular/Cell Biology,
Journalism, Nursing,
Computer Information Systems,
Accounting

MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING
sheila Wycinowski, Director of Curriculum and Staff Development at Amity
High School, explains, "Basically we look to hire Quinnipiac students. They
have a clear understanding of lesson planning and classroom management
and the balance between them." She also characterizes Quinnipiac students
as articulate, creative, able to encourage higher-level thinking in students,
and able to incorporate technology into their teaching.
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Find your scholarship opportunities
at our re-launched Scholarship Channel.

Visit www.suffoikjournai.net
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YOUR NEXT MOVE "......... ^...................... ................
Quinnipiac University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct
disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally
accredited business program, the Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT)
Program or one of the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism
and interactive communications programs, all have been designed to
thoroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more information,
call 1 -800-462-1944 or visit www.quinnipiac.edu.

Quinnipiac University
Hamden, Connecticut
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Dear Suffolk,
Thanks for this character-building opportunity. Nothing
tests our endurance and patience like a commute through
varying levels of snowfall. Whether it's a journey from
Allston, Worcester or even Beacon Hill, bundling up like an
Eskimo is fun! Ignore the stories of those trapped underneath
snowplows, the tales of hours spent shoveling driveways or
even the accounts of those that fell and hurt their bums.
Thanks for the snow day that wasn't.
Love,
the Journal
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More than a pretty girl
ITS NOT FAIR!!! I use to love
the perks of being a girl - tanning,
spa-days, shopping, looking sexy.
But for some reason, guys decided
they were jealous of how good

Kristin Simmons
girls have it. So, they invented a
new way of life - metrosexualism.
I don't understand it at all.
These guys traded in sports for
shopping and tanning, beer for
martinis and comfy sweats for fitn-flare jeans. Is it really okay that
these "straight metros" are stealing
the typical life of a city girl? Is this
behavior really acceptable? Just
this past week I had five encoun
ters with metros that led me to the
conclusion - metros are taking the
joy out of being a girl.
First Encounter with the
Appointment Stealer: It was a real
ly bad week for me. I was up until
2:30 a.m. every night that week,
the low-carb diet I've been
attempting for Spring Break was
killing me (no ice cream or choco
late for this single girl) and worst
of all, it's that time of the month.
This called for spa-therapy. I
decided to go to my favorite nail
salon on Charles Street for a
mani/pedi treat and then I would
go tanning for stress relief (and a
fake brown glow).
When I arrived at the nail salon

I noticed that the only three
whirlpool pedicure seats were
occupied by three tanned men
with perfectly gelled blow-outs
(aka Metros). I decided not to wait
so I snuck back out the door and
headed straight for tanning.
After I asked for the super bed
with extra facial bulbs I was told
someone was in there and another
person was waiting, but that I
would be next in line. I sat down in
the waiting area where only one
other man sat. The man had an
Armani Exchange tight black T
on. He was obviously tanner than
me and sported a much too long
blowout. I crossed my arms and
shot the metro a dirty look. Even
spa-therapy couldn't help me this
week because of these guys!
Second Encounter with a
hygiene, hair gel, body hair fiasco:
It was time for my night class and
I just got out of work. I knew I did
n't have time to shower so I quick
ly washed my face and applied a
quick make-up fix. A few bobbypins did magic for my hair (actual
ly they just kept my uncontrollable
fly-aways out of my face). With a
splash of Stella McCartney, I was
out the door.
As I arrived to class fashion
ably late, I noticed there was only
one seat left. It was next to a guy
who had his own pocket mirror,
which he was actually using. Now
I'm beginning to get self-con
scious, not only because I replaced

my shower with a perfume bath,
but I notice his eyebrows are per
fectly aligned and obviously
waxed. 1 touch my eyebrows and
feel some stubble. How is it possi
ble this so-called male is perfectly
groomed and has better hygiene
than me!?
Third Encounter with MY
jeans: Finally! I found a pair of
jeans that fit me perfectly and
make my butt look half decent. 1
decided to show them off at my
8:30 a.m. class, hoping they'd take
attention away from my halfopened eyes. As 1 approached the
Sawyer building doors, 1 noticed a
guy close by wearing dark, sand
blasted jeans that were surprising
ly tight on his butt and thighs (real
ly resembling a boot cut, fit-n-flare
fit). 1 had to do a double-take when
1 saw these jeans. Not because 1
liked the way they looked on this
guy, but those jeans looked identi
cal to the ones 1 was wearing.
Trying to be non-chalant, 1 snuck
behind him to see what the brand
on the back of his jeans read (actu
ally, I just wanted to get a closer
look at what his butt looked like in
them). In that veiy moment my
day was ruined. Not only was this
guy wearing my jeans, but also his
butt looked better in them than
mine did.
Fourth Encounter with Team
Kangol: At the Pru the other day 1
decided to finally purchase a hat
for the extended winter season,
see SIMMONS, page 6
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Opinion
Locai town comes ciean, more than skin deep
Soon after I started teaching here at
Suffolk, I was frequently asked, "Where are
you from?" My immediate answer was
always Melrose - that is where my family
has always lived. And I still live there, two
blocks from my mother's house where I

Allan M. Tow
grew up. I'm considered a "townie." And
things are not likely to change. My two
children have gone through the Melrose
public school system as I did, along with my
five siblings and two nieces.
. The
current
and
long-standing
Commissioner of the Massachusetts
Department of Education, David Driscoll,
lives down the street from me and graduat
ed a couple of years before I did from
Melrose High School. Whenever I see him
around town, we stop and chat like I do with
many folks I mn into at the supermarket or
on Main Street. Like Dave, I went to col
lege and graduate school within Route 128
(folks from out of state call it 1-95 for some
reason).
Melrose is that kind of town which folks
tend to stick around. In Melrose, people
never ask me where I'm from. They know I'm from Melrose. But, more often than I
care to admit, the next question would be,
"Where are you really from?" Then, I real

ize why they're really asking. I'm Asian. could speak English well and without an information, or our feelings about living in a
Most of the time, I smile and say, "Why do accent. I would respond gratefully, explain Christian-centered Western society. This is
you ask?" This usually mffles them and ing that I watched a lot of television. The totally different coming from a stranger or a
ends the conversation. I didn't always tme irony is that I speak with a Boston new acquaintance.
■ 1 have never heard of anyone of
accent.
respond that way.
European
descent ask another of his or her
As time went on, I have to admit I start
Like many Asian-American kids, I grew
up working in my family's suburban ed to become a bit sardonic. Often cus national origins at their first meeting.
Chinese restaurant. Just like the kids you tomers would remark admiringly how my Admittedly, asking about national origins is
still see working in the family restaurant . mother looked so young (she was always at common among Asians in this country. But
today. I did my homework at the cash reg the restaurant) and say how youthfulness the intent is clearly different.
We inquire mostly to find common
ister or take-out counter where I encoun was characteristic among Chinese. I would
ground. Ensuing conversation will often be
tered the public. My father, who was a high volunteer, "It must be the MSG"
What these customers were really saying sprinkled with Cantonese upon discovering
ly educated and poised gentleman, prepared
me well. He warned that customers may is that they perceived us as different. While that the heritage of a new acquaintance is
make ignorant, insensitive and sometimes benign enough on its face, what sticks out is from the same part of China.
Academic environments are different
that these customers wanted to believe that
blatantly racist remarks.
He instmcted me never to take offense. we were different. What is a bit racist is that from Chinese-American restaurants. We are
He admonished, "Their money is as good as they apparently felt the need to believe and supposed to make people think and learn.
anyone else's." I knew what he meant. to express it right away. What they see first That's why 1 stopped making ingratiating (if
Saying anything, even something kindly just and foremost is the Asian and not the person slightly subversive) responses. 1 answer
to educate them, might alienate the cus right from the outset. I am never motivated with another question, like Socrates did,
tomer and that would be bad for business. to ask a non-Asian of their national origin "Why do you ask?" In doing so, 1 have made
"Let them think what they will. They are upon meeting them. It just feels impolite. people realize something about themselves
that make them feel uncomfortable, if not
paying for your tuition." And he was right, Besides, what's the point?
Racism is not always the case in these just confused.
at least at the restaurant.
Perhaps this is not the best way to go
My father's words of wisdom stuck with situations. When my non-Asian friends ask
me, well after he passed on. During the me about Chinese traditions or sensibilities, about it. So 1 have decided to get right to the
‘80s, I was still helping out in my family's there is already a level of frust. What they point. The next time someone asks, "Where
restaurant on weekends. On Friday after are asking for is the stuff that friends ask of are you really from?" I'll respond with the
question, "Are you an immigration offi
noons, I used to drive directly from my full each other's backgrounds.
We are willing to share because they're cial?"' At least that might get me some
time teaching job at Harvard Law School
straight to the family restaurant on Route 1 friends. This is particularly tme of my non- laughs and maybe some new friends.
Allan M. Tow is an Associate Professor
in Saugus. There, customers would compli Christian friends. For instance, we ask each
ment me, observing with wonderment that I other what we do on Christmas to share for the College ofArts and Sciences.

Michael Fruzzetti

Spring breakin’ it down
In a world of tuition
increases, Jose Canseco's
book on the best-sellers list
and Jimmy Fallon movies,
we need something positive
in our lives. Thankfully two
beautiful things happen
every year around this time - tax returns and
spring break planning.
We spend thousands of dollars to enrich
our minds, hours upon hours writing papers
and taking exams, so what should we do
when it is almost March? Think of a place
where we could kill thousands of brain cells
by laying passed out and dmnk in the sun.
Although I don't care how I get sun and
alcohol poisoning, when choosing my desti
nation I do have some spring break require
ments. So, I came up with my top ten list for
deciding where to go on spring break.
10) I refuse to go to a place that does not
have wet T-shirt and bikini contests every
where. When I roll out of bed in the morn
ing, there better be booze in my glass and
tons of ass. I want to come home at 6:00
a.m. from a "Girls Gone Wild" stripping
contest and wake up at 9:00 a.m. for the
"Legs and Eggs" buffet.
9) It is essential to be at a location where
there are former "Real World" and "Road
Rules" cast members. It isn't spring break
until I take a body shot off Genesis' stomach
and chill with the other 30-somethings from
"The Real World Boston."
8) There needs to be so much alcohol
flowing there is actually a chance a girl will
fall for my T-shirt that says, "Orgasm donor:
sign up for one today."
7) Just the other day I was checking out
the latest pictures from Mardi Gras and I
discovered the median age of the flashers
was at least double mine. This seems to be a

common problem on beaches during spring
break as well. If I was looking to play shuffleboard with elderly women in one-piece
swimsuits. I'd head down to Florida's retire
ment community hot spots.
6) The girl-to-guy ratio must be even,
because spring break is all about having a
hook-up opportunity. And, it isn't fun having
to fight over one girl with the dmnken Phi
Beta whatever fraternity from some mid
western state.
5) I have been doing sit-ups, resistance
crunches and working out to Richard
Simmons's Disco Sweat video for one rea
son only, to have Hawaiian Tropic models
mb tanning oil on my ripped, washboard
abs. The HT team better be in full force with
tons of lotion.
4) Pauly Shore cannot be within 100
miles of where I'll be. For some reason
Crawl still shows up on the beach in a thong
and in front of an MTV camera. Hey MTV!
Haven't you realized Weasel is only around
because you pay him to host a spring break
show once a year?
3) I've had friends come back from exot
ic islands covered in jewelry and hair twist
ed into braids, all for a cheap price. It is my
mission to find a place that will have me
looking like Bronson Arroyo and the newest
addition to G-Unit.
2) There must be a club that features
nightly foam dance parties, that way I never
actually have to bathe in the amphibianinfested shower in the hotel. Simply jump
into the foam, build up a nice lather, then
head down to the beach and rinse off.
And the number one requirement for my
spring break destination 1) I don't know where you plan on going,
but I'm heading to a place where "sex on the
beach" isn't just a drink!

Garrett Quinn

Commute with Quinn
One of the best things
about being a commuter
student is the commute!
The short or long (depend
ing on where you're com
ing from) trek into the city.
Be it by car, truck, van,
helicopter, bike, subway,
bus, or for all you hipsters out there a Vespa,
the commute is by far the best part of the
day.
There is the rise when it's still dark out
and when WEEI is still playing remns of
yesterday's big interviews. You know the
ones that you already heard with Curt in the
Car.
That first step out the door and the cold
blast of morning air to the exposed skin on
your face and other extremities, wakes you
right up. Then there is the wait in line at the
doughnut shop or comer store for coffee
and maybe a paper if you're into that sort of
thing.
If you take the T to class you're luck y
because you can have a great conversation
with all your fellow commuters. Especially
during the short time you wait for the bus or
train at your stop.
There are so many it just seems like
they're always miming. The best is when
they don't stop for you because they're so
full. The driver is just being respectful of the
other sardine-I mean commuters.
Then there are the always intelligent and
respectful
Boston
University
and
Northeastern University students who just
seem to keep coming.
1 tmly wonder what they feed those kids.
They're so respectful when they get on for
that one-stop ride between BU Central and
BU East.
They could teach Bostonians how to ride

the T with all their etiquette. And the drivers
are always smooth and steady with their
acceleration and breaking.
Same goes for the drivers on Route 1 and
the Southeast Expressway. 1 can't imagine
what people mean when the say Boston
drivers are so bad and mde.
All that fist shaking just means they want
you to blow your horn.
Don't you remember as a kid doing that
to all the track drivers?
1 like the slow crawl, it allows time for
one to work at the crossword puzzle in the
Globe. Speaking of which, what's a five-let
ter word for a type of glue?
The best part is trying to find a parking
space. With all the plentiful parking around
Suffolk who wouldn't drive to school?
There is plenty of parking on Bowdoin
in front of those affordable new condos. 1
wonder what a two bedroom goes for?
You know what makes a commute even
better a slippery substance called snow. The
snow makes my commute a true winter
wonderland.
1 love it when the road or sidewalk is as
white as Marion Barry's nose.
Those kids in the dorms don't know what
they're missing - the walking through the
snow banks to the street, which is halfplowed and currently in a state somewhere
between liquid and solid.
It's like a safari through the Northwest
Territories. And so what if the driving is a
little more difficult than Cramer's Art
History final.
We are Suffolk and neither sleet, nor
snow, nor heat, nor gloom of night shall pre
vent us from going to class.
Email Garrett with your questions, com
ments
and/or
complaints
at
garrett. quinn@suffolk. edu.
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Kyoto’s new guidelines mean big changes
Score one point for the planet. After eight
years of torturous negotiations and decades
of scientific huckstering, the industrialized
nations of the world have entered into a

Jake H ess
binding framework to combat global warm
ing. If all goes according to plan, the imple
mentation of the Kyoto Protocol will be the
first in a series of steps that eventually elim
inate the gravest threat to civilization today:
warming-induced climate change.
What was once viewed as the stuff of
left-wing hysterics is now well within glob
al scientific consensus and used as guiding
information in the formulation of policy the
world over.
Even the Pentagon is aware of the dan
gers posed by global warming. Paraphrasing
a secret Defense Department report leaked
to the press last winter, the London
Observer notes that "climate change could
bring the planet to the edge of anarchy" as
nations develop war-making capacities to
"secure dwindling food, water and energy
supplies."
"Nuclear conflict, mega-droughts,
famine and widespread rioting" will explode
as "major European cities [are] sunk
beneath rising seas."
The report concludes that global warm

ing dwarfs the dangers of terrorism.
In the same comer as the Pentagon is the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, the largest single peer-reviewed
study of the subject ever undertaken.
Comprised of some 2,000 leading scientists
from every comer of the globe, the IPCC
raises similar concerns about destractive
weather patterns.
Additionally, they predict that climate
change will lead to "wide ranging and most
ly adverse impacts on human health" in the
form of resurgent diseases such as malaria,
resulting in "significant loss of life."
The cumulative reduction in global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions called for
under Kyoto - a little more than 5 percent
below their 1990 levels - falls well short of
what is actually needed to seriously neutral
ize the dangers of climate change.
The IPCC says that emissions must be
axed by 60 or 70 percent for them to be
worthwhile. As a result, the value of the
Protocol is partly symbolic: the world has
acknowledged that collective, binding
actions are needed to combat global warm
ing and a step has been taken in that direc
tion.
But Kyoto has practical advantages as
well. The first round of cuts is intended to
be precisely that. Equally important, the
specter of legally binding environmental
regulations will act as a powerful incentive
for energy companies to develop and pro
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mote sustainable technology, as has hap
pened during other ecological crises.
Sadly, the economic and political jugger
naut of the world has categorically rejected
Kyoto. The Bush administration argues that
economic losses incurred from a 7 percent
reductions in U.S. emissions would outstrip
the other benefits and that such require
ments are unfair in the first place since
developing countries are "let off the hook."
As usual, the fruth is radically different:
America could meet and surpass its wouldbe obligations without batting an eye.
Conventional wisdom states that
America could cut its annual emissions by
upwards of 30 percent simply by achieving
the levels of efficiency they have in Europe.
What's more, tycoons from the Business
Council for a Sustainable Energy Future has
assessed that the United States could almost
complete a transition to sustainable energy
in just a decade for roughly $250 billion about half of what we currently spend on the
military in a single year.
In the process we could save about $7
billion aimually, assuming that fossil fuel,
coal and nuclear power industries were no
longer subsidized by the government.
The notion that the developing world
shares equal blame for the current crisis and
must therefore be subject to the same emis
sion requirements as the richest nations is
verifiably false.
The basic facts speak for themselves:

Send Jake Hess your thoughts at
jake. hess@verizon. net

Walking the fine iine
SIMMONS from page 4
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America alone is responsible for some 30
percent of global GHG emissions, despite
having only 4 percent of the world's popula
tion; our 285 million citizens spew out the
same amount of GHG's in one year as do the
nearly 3 billion people living in the 151
developing nations combined.
The industrialized countries together
account for roughly 70 percent of all GHG
emissions, although only a quarter of the
world lives in those nations.
In light of such truths, developing giants
like India, Mexico and China see little rea
son to curtail their aspirations by supporting
international environmental regulation.
They're even less likely to take dramatic
action when the major western powers - the
United States in particular - flout the same
principles they espouse.
The gains of Kyoto must be safeguarded
and dramatically extended. In particular, the
United States must ratify the agreement and
significantly reduce its domestic polluting.
This should take place in parallel with a
more general transition to sustainable,
renewable energy technology.
All the while, the rich nations must do
everything within their power to assist the
Southern Hemisphere in its own transforma
tion, but without compromising their legiti
mate developmental aspirations. Such are
among the defining tasks of our generation.

Since the Sawyer wind tunnel mins my
hair everyday, I gave in and purchased a
cute hat that happened to be made by
Kangol. It looked cute and I finally felt con
fident wearing a hat that didn't make me
look like a guy. After taking merely two
steps out of the Pmdential sporting my new
hat, a team of metros walked by me. I slow
ly removed my cute hat from my head when
I noticed I was becoming a member of the
metros. Every guy on the metro team wore

a Kangol hat slanted to one side. Looks like
I have to deal with wind-tunnel hair for the
rest of the winter.
Everyday I notice more and more metrosexuals. They are taking all the pleasure of
being a girl (or a gay guy). This shouldn't be
allowed! Until these guys start buying
Tampax at CVS for feminine reasons, they
shouldn't be allowed to steal our appoint
ments, carry pocket mirrors, wear our
clothes and more importantly, wear any
shade of pink. God bless the girls who date
these guys.

Virtual women far from real
VIDEO GAMES from page 2
they have them as prostitutes," said Shaun
Bedgood, who describes himself as a "for
leisure" video gamer. He believes that
women are often negatively depicted in
games such as "Grand Theft Auto."
"In most games, women are underrepre
sented," said Bedgood. "And if they have
women at all, they are degraded."
Avid gamer Kae Eisdorfer wanted to try
to find a way to attract more female video
game players.
He believes what ever it is it must be
"something smooth that girls will like." He

stated that when women are portrayed in
video games, they are "soft."
"I don't care about the appearance, 1 care
about what the game is and if the [male and
female characters] are united to save the
world... not sex," said Eisdorfer, when
asked what he thinks about the use of
women as sexual objects in games.
The relationship between women in
video games will continue to evolve, just
like the industry itself. In encouraging more
women to play video games, Huntemann
offered this advice: "Try and look past the
big boobs, because it's really fun."

Tax help for students
TAXES from page 1

NOW MOREtrSEFUL
THAN MILK CRffl-ES!
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before 2004, when they began filing returns
electronically.
■
The program is assisted by a roughly
50/50 split of undergraduate and graduate
volunteers, mostly accounting majors, who
must attend training - about five hours in
class - about how to file taxes and use the
software. Although no course-credit is

offered, Noga insists there are other values
to volunteering.
"Other than helping other people, it
looks really good on your resume," Noga
said. "You get trained on professional taxprep software, you go through the IRS
training, you're certified and it really is a
practical business experience, because
you're dealing with clients and people
you've never met before."
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What’s so amazing about really deep thoughts?
Tori Amos breaks new ground with ‘The Beekeeper’
Diana Rossi
Journal Staff

There are very few genuine singers who
can take all things bad, good and delicious
ly contradicting and capture every last detail
in a masterpiece of poignant virtuosity. Tori
Amos is without a doubt the den mother of
this dying breed.
With her ninth album, The Beekeeper,
Tori matures in both theme and sound.
Although her earlier albums arguably fea
tured more dramatically and passionately
profound issues. Tori delves into a different
area with The Beekeeper, growing as an
artist to alert the world of impending politi
cal and religious falsehood. With this
album. Tori examines herself and the world
she lives in, stmggling to find even the tini
est grain of tmth buried and hidden far
beneath the illusion of the world.
The tracks of The Beekeeper are divided
into six separate little "gardens," ultimately
forming the "Garden of Original Sinsuality."
The "Desert Garden" is home to "Barons'
of Suburbia," "General Joy" and "The
Beekeeper." Although Tori was never one
to talk about what her songs are about, since
diey are a divine plethora of a melting pot,
she explains the general idea behind the
songs that make up the "Desert Garden,"
saying, "Whether you're looking at certain
governments or certain relationships, we go
back to the personal and the political
always."
On "General Joy," Tori soulflilly croons:
"General Joy/ it seems/ you don't love your
bride/ generally/ you're friends but/ she is
not tlie love of your life... General Joy/ it
seems you need/ a soldier girl/ and a willing
coalition."
Tori wittily throws a hint of 1998's From
the Choh-girl Hotel into the title track with
obsequious electronic resonances classic of
that album.
"Mother
Revolution,"
"Original
Sinsuality," "Ribbons Undone" and
"Garlands" make up "The Orchard" division
of the album.
Tori sheds a little light on this chuck of
tracks saying, "One thing that gets underes
timated are the moms in the world. And
when the moms have had enough of their
children dying for causes that they don't
agree with - once they really understand that
the causes aren't what they're told they are then there is a revolution. But it happens
intei'nally first, and sometimes very quietly.
It's not always with machetes and gunfire."
Tori gets a little back up from Marcel van
Limbeek on "Mother Revolution." She taps
into the sorrow of a mother who has lost her
son to the tragedy of a war she didn't agree
with singing, "Lucky me/1 guessed the kind
of man/ that you would turn out to be/ Now
I wish that I'd been/ wrong and then/1 could
remember/ to breathe... you could've had
me boy/ you could've had me yeah/ you
could've had me/ right there beside you."
On "Original Sinsuality," Tori tears down
the religious idea of original sin, saying it
shouldn't be called original sin, but original
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Tori Amos mixes motherhood and her signature vuinerability on The Beekeeper.
sinsuality.
Not unlike her past albums. Tori gets
very personal with "Ribbons Undone-" an
ode to her four year old daughter Natashya.
Tori sings with the gentleness only a mother
can evoke: "She's a rose/ in a Lily's cloak/
she can hide her charms/ it is her right/ there
will be time / to chase the sun / with ribbons
undone... Yes, my little pony / is growing
up fast/ she corrects me and says/ 'you mean
a thoroughbred'/ a look in her eye says the
battle's beginning/ from school she comes
home/ and cries/ 'I don't want to grow up.
Mom/ at least not tonight.'"
In the third garden, "Roses and Thoms,"
the three tracks "Marys of the Sea," "Sleeps
with Butterflies" and "Jamaica Inn" bring a
certain sense of secluded innocence to The
Beekeeper.
In "Sleeps with Butterflies," Tori sings
with a soft loudness: "You say the word/ you
know I will find you/or if you need some
time/1 don't mind/1 don't hold on/ to the tail
of your kite/ I'm not like the girls that you've
known/ But I believe I'm worth coming
home to/ kiss away night/ this girl only
sleeps with butterflies/ with butterflies/ so
go on and fly then, boy."
Tori coyly plays with the idea of femi
nine power and independence with this
song, where reading in between the lines
will call to mind everything a woman has
ever wanted to say out loud, in not so many
words.
"Jamaica Inn" was inspired by a nautical
story told to Tori by some of the locals in
Cornwall, England. To finish a story that
had no ending. Tori imagined she had to
delve into her deepest fears. She says,
"What always stops me is betrayal. And
what scares me is if I betray someone."
What was produced is the eerily and

comfortingly haunting "Jamaica Inn,"
which features the repeating line "the sexiest
thing is tmst."
"The Greenhouse," "Parasol," "The
Power of Orange Knickers," "Ireland" and
"Goodbye Pisces" find a suitable place to
hang their hats.
Tori gets a little help from Irish folk
singer Damien Rice on "The Power of
Orange Knickers," a bitingly direct and
catchy song bringing up feelings of disap
pointment and confusion in relationships
and the ambiguity of it all. The perfect duo
sing: "Shame, shame time to leave me now/
shame, shame you've had your fun/ shame,
shame for letting me think that I would be
the one/ can somebody tell me now/ who is
this terrorist?/ this little pill in my hand or
this secret kiss?"
"Ireland" is a sexy little ditty where Tori's
voice makes love to the words she sings in a
sensual, deserving sort of way. With hints of
"sha-na-na-na's" in the background set
against bodily tones, "Ireland" leaves you
with a slight tingly feeling that would be
there even if the words she was singing were
gibberish, just as long as they were still in
that tone which Tori has perfected.
Tori penned the perfect breakup song
with "Goodbye Pisces," boasting the gutwrenchingly understandable lyrics: There
you/ there you go again/ breaking/ breaking
porcelain/ is that all I am/just a doll you got
used to/ we've done/ we've done this before/
as Mars sauntered through his door/ don't
say it's time to say/ goodbye to Pisces/ good
bye to Pisces/1 cried and I washed my tears/
that turned into diamond/ ice/ into ice/ and if
it could freeze/ my heart wouldn't float
away."
The Beekeeper turns eloquently exotic
with the "Elixirs and Herbs" section of Tori's

garden, including "Sweet the Sting,"
"Martha's Foolish Ginger" and "Toast." She
has commented on this grouping, saying,
"This can be a place of being able to con
front something that's out of balance. And
it's an ancient practice that the bee shamans
have been working with for thousands of
years. They work with a tradition that forces
you to look at those places that may need to
be stung. And in order for you or for I to
gain the sweetness... wisdom does not come
without the sting."
"Sweet the Sting" is so perfectly cement
ed in exotically sexy rhythms that it is virtu
ally impossible not to mn your fingers
through your hair and move your hips to the
rhythm of the orgasmic beats.
In "Martha's Foolish Ginger," the state
ment: "You were late/ how could I forget
what you said/ the part about thaF love tak
ing over your life/ was not in your plan" res
onates as a solemn contradiction to Tori's
chembic voice.
Tori delivers an amazing, poignant ballad
with "Toast." She sweetly gives the listener
chills with the lines: "I raise a glass/ make a
toast/ a toast in your honor/1 hear you laugh/
and beg me not to dance/ 'cause on your
right standing by is Mr. Bojangles/ with a
toast he's telling me it's time/... to let you
go/ let you go."
The final garden, the "Rock Garden,"
harbors the tracks "Witness," "Cars and
Guitars" and "Hoochie Woman."
In this sequence. Tori explores grittier
vocals and rockier techniques. On "Cars
and Guitars," she sings with a perfect grain
in her voice, "If I choke, boy, you/ start me
up again/ restring my wires y'know/ this
gearbox can make the shift polish my rims/
damned if you do/ damned if you don't/ I
swear it seems of late, boy/ I've even curved
this body to fit your bow."
"Hoochie Woman" is a hilarious account
of a lover cheating. The only way to fully
and clearly explain the awesomeness of this
song is with the lyrics: "I wasn't thinking/
my head was in the book/ his hands were on
her everywhere/ I saw his face/ I dropped
my coffee/ he's cheating on me with a/
hoochie woman/you can
keep your hoochie/ you can keep the
house/ and the bank accounts/ 'cause boy, I
bring home the bacon/ I said boy I bring
home the bacon now."
Though The Beekeeper hasn't gotten the
critical praise of preceding albums, (Rolling
Stone even said, "Many of these underwrit
ten, underproduced tunes sound as if Amos
could have composed them in a supermarket
express lane"), it's Tori. Anything she does
is amazingly brilliant. Tliis album will be
appreciated by die-hard Tori fans, as well as
newbies. Tori brings effortless grace to her
vocals and lyrics, and The Beekeeper isn't
any different. Some critics have bashed this
album because it didn't evoke as many
"deep thoughts" as previous Tori albums.
However, to quote a line from one of Tori's
earlier songs, "Silent all These Years:"
What's so amazing about really deep
thoughts?
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A ‘Rocky’ turnout
Colleen Finnerty
Journal Staff

As I survey the available seats at the C.
Walsh Theater, a cast member planted in the
audience makes sure I don't take his
reserved seat.
Upon discovering that I am there to write
a .review for the Journal, he promptly
informs me that he is adept in all forms of
bribery.
However, after seeing the production, it
is clear that it will not take any underhand
ed gestures to win my endorsement.
From the flashy version of "Science
Fiction Double Feature" that opens the pro
duction onward, it is clear that the audience
is in for a decadent and absurd adventure.
The cast members burst on stage in
bizarre and garish getups, energetically ani
mated and ready to entertain.
The leads bring new life to the classic
and bizarre ensemble straight out of trans
sexual Transylvania. Brian Liberge plays
Riff Raff with near psychotic energy, shout
ing and growling through his songs more
than he sings them.
His presence is comedically over the top
and gamers many laughs from the audience.
Nick Bosse plays Brad with the awk
ward nerdiness that perfectly complements
the exaggerated dramatics of the other char
acters.
His entrance during the finale wearing a
sparkly bustier and micromini and display
ing dance moves worthy of a strip club drew
waves of laughter from the audience.
While the entire cast shows unmistak
able chemistry, there are a few performanc
es that are particularly impressive.
Heidi Girard shows her versatility as an
actress, convincingly portraying Janet with
over the top neuroticism and hysterics early
in the play, and unabashed sexuality in the
later scenes.
Her clear, lovely singing voice and
impressive range make her performance
even more memorable.
Another notable showing comes from
Brendan O'Halloran as Dr. Scott.
He takes the Dr. Strangelove-inspired
character to new comedic heights, dramati
cally revealing the fishnets and heels
beneath his plaid blanket to a hysterical
audience.
However, the true standout performance
of the night comes courtesy of Aaron Pitre,

who tackles the role of Dr. Frank N. Furter
with unadulterated attitude and style.
He commands the stage with his animat
ed facial expressions, impressive dance
moves, and impeccable timing and delivery.
His performance is striking, as is his
physique.
As one audience member remarked dur
ing intermission - "He has a nicer body than
most women - and better lingerie too!"
The chorus plays a prominent role,
remaining on stage for nearly all of the
numbers.
They provide clear, but not overpower
ing vocal support and execute their chore
ography with precision and style.
The choreography throughout the play
makes clever use of the sets and adds an
extra element of draina to the production.
The stripper pole in particular receives
copious amounts of use - it's clear that if any
of the leads ever need a night job, they have
options.
The most striking difference between the
movie and the play, in fact, is the amped up
sexuality of the stage production.
The scantily clad choms gropes and
gyrates, providing stark contrast to the
uptight and repressed (asshole) Brad and
(slut) Janet.
The only thing the cast lacks in some
cases is strong vocal ability.
Flat notes, poor vocal projection and lack
of balance between the band, choms, and
soloists at times slightly marrs the otherwise
polished production.
However, the obvious enthusiasm and
strong stage presence of the cast helps over
shadow these minor flaws.
Though the audience receives the play
enthusiastically, it is also clear that there are
not many Rocky diehards present.
Not a single'costumed audience member
is to be found, the shout backs are minimal
and only a few brave souls dance to the
Time Warp during the finale.
However, there is a lot of laughter and
plenty of applause, so it is clear that the
sight of a bunch of actors miming around in
underwear doesn't completely faze the
Suffolk crowd.
As the play says, "there's no crime in giv
ing yourself over to pleasure," and a pleas
ure it was.
Make sure to go out and support the
Performing Arts and be a part of the Suffolk
community.

So... do you like stuff? Stuff
like music, movies, live shews,
television shows and DVDs?
Review them all right here at
the Suffolk Joumaf
Write for Arts and
Entertainment*
www.suffelhieurnal.net
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Regardless of mild vocal shakes and glitches, Rocky Horror held its own.
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‘Cursed’ from the start
Billy Thegenus
Journal Contributor

As if it had to be said but this
movie REALLY sucked. The
tagline reads "What doesn't kill
you makes you stronger," well life
didn't cease to exist after the cred
its rolled though it came close
when the level of boredom, anger
and disappointment nearly did the
job, the killing part that is.
For those who don't care about
what they go see at the movies
here's a little taste of what to
expect. Christina Ricci stars as a
young businesswoman living in
Los Angeles with her brother
played by Jesse Eisenberg.
The two get into a car accident
and are attacked by a werewolf.
The two must then try and find the
horrible beast and break the
demonic curse that it has placed
upon them.
The film also stars Joshua
Jackson, Shannon Elizabeth, Judy
Greer and Mya.
The only reason why two hours
of time were wasted in the back
row of theatre 10 at the Loews
Boston Common was because of
the tiny glimmer of hope left in the
old memory banks from five years
ago of “Scream 3”.
Some readers may remember
when Wes Craven and Kevin

Williamson teamed up for the first
time nearly a decade ago to create
“Scream” which was a good film
or at least considered half way
decent by most. "Cursed," on the
other hand, was such a slap in the
face to horror movie fans it actual
ly makes the perception of. Wes
Craven as "the master of terror"
permanently tarnished.
What's the deal with these
directors slacking all of a sudden?
First M. Night Shyamalan and
now Wes Craven?
Maybe “The Village” had some
sort of foreshadowing since Jesse
Eisenberg and Judy Greer were in
that too.
Moviegoers would have had a
better time seeing “Saw”. At least
that had an okay plot and some
surprising twists.
Coincidentally, the film seemed
cursed from the start and quickly
sprinted to the finish line of its
destined failure.
Apparently, the movie is two
years old because of multiple
script and cast changes.
There were also entire scenes
from the film that had to be cut,
eventually changing it from RRated to PG-13.
The film was drenched with
horrible acting and an even worse
story line.
You can't help but wonder

What doesn't kill you makes you stronger

where did Wes and Kevin go
wrong and how did they let the
effort that they had put in
“Scream” slip through their fin
Jk l
gers?
It may possibly go to show that
when success comes knocking at
someone's door they may leave
some of their drive when they
walk through it.
Though Wes and Kevin have
made successful movies to last any
filmmaker a lifetime it seems the
magic that was once there has van
ished.
Though it's very possible the
two may work together again in
the future since there have been
rumors of a possible 4th “Scream”
movie, which would min the
entire series, they may need to take
a few notes for their future projects
such as using better CGI.
There were times when the
werewolf looked like a cut out
copy of a video game character. Another thing is if they ever
■tWEsCMVEVfCV
make a sequel to “Cursed” at least
try to make a better werewolf cos
tume.
Any local CVS could have sup
itenmilfiWBCR’WHN 'ii'En'iWBiKhVlNWflJJA.’il.SON:
plied them with a scarier looking
monster mask. “Cursed” is proba
bly one of the few films to have a
Photo courtesy of Dimension Fiims
title that will clearly describe the
average audiences' experience of it Wes Craven and Kevin Williamson crumble apart with “Cursed”.
so be warned.
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David Aronson showcases retrospective
Deborah Levison
Journal Staff
After being marginalized in the Boston
art scene, expressionist artist David Aronson
finally goes back to his origin, Boston
University, and puts on an incredible solo
exhibit.
. ‘The Boston University Art Gallery
together with the Pucker Gallery of Boston
has organized an amazing exhibit consisting
of both private collections and from institu
tions depicting a retrospective on David
Aronson's artistic life.
This is the first time that Aronson has
showcased a retrospective of his career.
“ He was the leader of the Boston
Expressionist group of the 1940s-1950s and
has won international praise for his paint
ings from the Hebrew Talmud and Cabala.
Not only has his work been important to
the art world, Aronson has played a major
role in the history of Boston.
He was one of the few privileged artists
who studied under Karl Zerbe (1903-1972)
at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts in
the 1940's.
He was also responsible for the estab
lishment of the Division ofArt at the School
of Fine Arts at Boston University and the
first Director of the BU Art Gallery.
Therefore, it is fitting that the gallery
would be the location for this retrospective.
Aronson has exhibited in New York at

Photo courtesy of Boston University Art Gallery

Artist David Aronson showcases the first retrospective of his career.
the Museum of Modem Art, the Niveau
Gallery and the Whitney Museum of
American Art. Despite national acclaim, he
found it difficult to gain recognition in
Boston.
Only in 1951 was he allowed to exhibit
his work at the Boris Mirski Gallery on
Newbury Street.
He was awarded at the Boston Arts

.

Festival in 1953 and the Grand Prize in
1954.
After years of effort, Aronson became a
recognized artist in Boston and has contin
ued to exhibit with many solo shows at the
Boris Mirski Gallery and the Pucker Gallery
in Boston.
His work is represented in more than 40
museums worldwide such as the Israel

Museum in Jemsalem, which has recently
added a large early charcoal drawing to its
collection.
Today, Aronson resides in Sudbury, MA
with his wife and fellow artist Georgianna
Nyman.
The exhibit features much of Aronson's
early work using medimns such as pastels,
encaustics, oils on canvas and bronze sculp
tures.
Encaustic is an ancient technique of
painting where the artist uses a paint con
sisting of pigment mixed with beeswax and
then heated after its application.
This creates an extremely luminous
effect to many of the pieces in the exhibit.
Inspirations for his pieces are drawn
from religious issues brought up in the Old
and New Testaments among other mystical
themes.
This exhibit is from Febmary 4 - April 3.
Other than the exhibit, BU will also hold
"gallery talks." Judith Bookbinder, author of
the forthcoming book, "Expressionism as
Alternative Modernism," will discuss
Aronson's work on Thursday, March 24 at 1
pm.
The Boston University Art Gallery is
located at 855 Commonwealth Avenue,
(tel: 617) 353-3329.
There is no admission fee so there is no
excuse to miss the exhibit.
Come out and support the fine arts in
Boston.
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A look in the rearview: hockey and hoops
Richard Parenteau

the stat book for the season. Seniors Bill
Corcoran and Kevin Coakley, junior goaltender Greg Blais, and freshman Ryan
With the conclusion of another winter Coakley undoubtedly led the Rams in the
sports season comes the bittersweet end of fight for the eighth and final playoff spot.
numerous athlete's college careers.
Corcoran led all scorers with 11 goals
Some first hit the hardwood or laced up this season and also had nine assists. His
their skates four years ago as a Suffolk Ram. totals gave him 42 goals for his career, plac
Others transferred to this university, looking ing him 10th all time in Suffolk hockey his
to progress and advance their athletic skills tory.
Kevin Coakley netted six goals on the
in the blue and gold uniform.
In their failing attempts to claim confer year and assisted on 13 others, while Ryan
ence championship status this season, all Coakley was second on the team with seven
three winter sports teams received signifi goals and first on the team in assists, dishing
cant contributions from a core group of out 17 on the year.
Blais captured all four Ram wins in net,
players and especially from the seniors.
■
These athletes put together impressive deflecting 459 of 516 shots on goal, good
individual seasons, which kept these teams for a .890 save percentage.
in contention throughout the year and
Suffolk's mix of star upperclassmen and
emerging freshmen kept the team in the
helped two advance into the postseason.
The men's hockey team finished one hunt throughout the season, but it was not
game out of the final playoff spot in ninth enough help the Rams clinch a spot in the
2005 ECAC Northeast playoffs.
place, with its 3-11-1 conference record.
Off the ice and on the hoops side, both
The Eastern College Athletic Conference
Northeast preseason poll predicted the the men's and the women's teams secured a
Rams would finish in the fifth spot, but the playoff spot in the Great Northeast Athletic
young team, overwhelmingly dominated by Conference tournament.
freshmen, finished with only four total wins
After claiming the seventh seed with an
8-18 overall record, the men's team opened
when the last puck was dropped.
A season high six game-losing streak in the playoffs against rival Emerson College.
the middle of the season, crumbled any Unable to keep pace with Emerson, Suffolk
hopes of the team advancing far, if at all, lost their opening round game 85-54.
Senior co-captain Chris Tighe led the
into the playoffs.
That didn't stop a group of skaters from Rams with 15 points, but a dismal 26.9%
compiling impressive personal profiles in team shooting performance in the second

Journal Staff

half, hindered any chances of a comeback
for Suffolk. Tighe's name was called upon
often this season, along with fellow senior
co-captain Chris Emma.
Both names stand atop every major sta
tistical category, with Emma finishing first
on the team with 327 points and 73 assists
and second in rebounds with 122. Tighe was
close behind with his 232 total points, 66
assists and 102 boards.
The two floor generals carried the Rams
through some tough battles on the court,
guiding the team not only with their level of
play, but with their leadership, experience
and desire to win.
The women's basketball team, with its
17-10 overall record, was the only Suffolk
team to both make and advance in the play
offs this season. The Lady Rams claimed
the fifth seed in the GNAC tournament.
Suffolk took on Simmons College in the
opening round and they did not disappoint.
The Rams had three players in double fig
ures and senior Allison Fox led the way with
23 points.
Freshman Elizabeth Steere added 19
points and sophomore Jenn Fogg scored 13
and pulled down nine rebounds in the win.
The victory sent the Rams across town to
face Emmanuel College, a team that went
an astounding 12-0 in the conference.
A rocky first half was all Emmanuel
would need, despite the Rams turning their
play around in the second. Fox put up a dou
ble double with 20 points and 11 rebounds.

but it was not enough as Emmanuel took the
ticket to the finals, winning 69-57.
Fox, a co-captain with fellow senior
Nicole Wellington, and sophomore Jenn
Fogg combined to be a forceful one-two
punch for the Lady Rams. Each shifted
between first and second on the team in
points, rebounds and blocks.
Fox recorded 300 points, 146 boards and
18 blocks on the year. Her 300-point effort
was enough to eclipse the 1,000-career
points mark in Suffolk history.
She ended the season with 1,121 in her
four years here and will leave the university
in a tie for sixth place all time.
Fogg, who is primed to step in and fill
the void Fox will leave behind next year, tal
lied 230 points this season, with 14 blocks
and a team-leading 217 rebounds.
Their leadership on the court, along with
the exceptional play of the entire team that
is often uncharacteristic of a young squad,
lifted the Lady Rams to superior status in
their conference.
For Suffolk's hockey and basketball
teams, the 2004-2005 athletic season may
not have ended in championship style, but
there is still reason to feel positive about the
results.
The seniors will undoubtedly take with
them the lasting memories and camaraderie
that they spent years building, while return
ing players will build upon the foundation
that has already been constructed by the
departing athletes.

University Dateline
For more information for getting your event listed in Dateline
contact the Student Activities Office at (617) 573-8082.
Wednesday, March 2
Deadline for Playwrights Festival sub
missions
Submit scripts to Tim in the Theater
Department
SGA Elections 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Donahue, Sawyer and NESAD Lobbies
Study Abroad Information Tables 11
a.m. - 2 p.m. Location TBA
Exercise: What Makes You Move?
Noon - 1 p.m.
CMD Conference Room, One Beacon
Street 25th Floor
Campus Peace Walk Noon-12:30 p.m.
Meet outside Donahue at Noon
Catholic Mass 12:15 p.m. Interfaith
Center, D540
The Political Complexities of Tsunami
Relief 3-5 p.m. Location TBA
Guided Meditation and Prayer for Lent.
3 p.m. Interfaith Center, D 540

Seriously Bent Comedy Show 7-9 p.m.
Donahue Cafe

Thursday, March 3
study Abroad Information Tables 11
a.m. - 2 p.m. Sawyer Lobby
S.O.U.L.S. Food for Thought Discussion
Noon S.O.U.L.S. Office
Racism, Sexism, & Homophobia: A
Black History Month Event with Rev.
Irene Monroe 1 - 2:30 p.m. D 403
English Department Open House
1 - 2:30 p.m. F134A
Program Council Weekly Meeting
1 - 2:15 p.m. A 462A
Rainbow Alliance Meeting 1-2 p.m.
D 309
Residence Hall Catholic Mass 7 p.m.
Contact Interfaith Center for Location

Friday, March 4
Buddhist Meditation and Mindfulness

11 a.m. - Noon Interfaith Center, D 450
Taoist Retreat: 12 Days of Reading,
Reflection and Practice 1-2 p.m.
Interfaith Center, D 540
GSA Spring Social 6-9 p.m. Boston
Beer Works near the Fleet Center
College A Cappella Festival 8-10 p.m.
C. Walsh Theater

Saturday, March 5
CSN Fashion Show 7-9 p.m. C. Walsh
Theater

Monday, March 7
Seriously Bent Comedy Show 7-9 p.m.
Donahue Cafe

Tuesday, March 8
Making Connections at Suffolk for
International Students 1-2:30 p.m.
Center for International Education, 73
Tremont, 4th Floor

Soorts
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Up close and personal with Suffolk’s finest
Senior Chris Tighe refiects on
years spent shooting hoops
Tim Rosenthal
Journal Staff
Chris Tighe has put together a signifi
cant basketball resume in his four years as a
Suffolk Ram. He has played organized bas
ketball since he was six years old and in the
first grade.
Throughout his illustrious career, Tighe
has had played on an AAU team, was a
member of the 1,000 point club at Oliver
Ames High School and went to the NCAA
tournament as a freshman at Suffolk.
Tighe owes much of his success to his
father, who was a high school basketball
star in his own right. "My dad got me into
it," said Tighe. "He coached me from sec
ond grade to eighth grade."
A native of Easton, Mass., Tighe played
in every game while on the Rams. To be
considered an iron man is definitely a label
that he enjoys.
"It's an accomplishment I am proud of,"
commented Tighe. "It is an accomplish
ment that went by quickly."
Tighe has had many proud moments
throughout his basketball career which
include being named team captain of the
Rams, making the NCAA tournament as a
freshman, playing in the South Sectional
finals at UMASS-Boston while at Oliver
Ames High School and playing in Orlando
for an AAU team, where he played against
such talents as Tyson Chandler of the

Chicago Bulls."My career, 1 think, was a success,"
Tighe recollected. "During my college
career we won a lot more games than I did
in high school, but I wanted to go to the
[NCAA] tournament more."
While he has enjoyed his time playing
for the Rams, there are some things that
Tighe feels need to be changed about
Suffolk.
"We need a better weight room for the
sports teams and a better gym. However,
the gym we have did work for a home court
advantage because it holds a smaller
crowd," said Tighe.
'
"Teams are used to bigger gyms that seat
about a couple thousand people, where at
Suffolk you would normally get a couple
hundred."
Looking back, Tighe believes he had a
positive experience at Suffolk, both on and
off the court. "I am glad 1 came to Suffolk
because I love being in the city and it's a
good academic school and overall 1 had a
real good experience," said Tighe.
Tighe will be graduating this spring as a
management major. His plan for the future
is to eventually get a good job in business
field.
This summer, Tighe will work in the
commercial real estate business. He already
has a great basketball resume and now he's
working to bring those same skills and
determination into the business world.
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Senior Chris Tighe (22) recently played his final game as a Ram and values the
experiences gained from playing basketball for Suffolk University.
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Allison Fox (15) had a historic season for Suffolk, etching her name in the record
books with over 1,000 career points.

Fox may be done at Suffoik but
hopes to stay dose to the game
Tim Rosenthal
Journal Staff
As a student-athlete here at Suffolk,
Allison Fox has benefited from both aspects
of college. Four years of school and bas
ketball has provided her with valuable expe
rience and many lasting memories.
She began her basketball career by
receiving a tournament most valuable play
er award and she has finished it as the cap
tain of the playoff caliber Lady Rams.
In between. Fox has won numerous
accolades and has been a standout per
former for Suffolk University.
Fox, who resides in Easton, Mass, was a
three-sport star at Oliver Ames High
School, lettering in basketball, field hockey
and softball.
While at Suffolk, Fox achieved many
accomplishments, including the rare feat of
scoring 1,000 points. "To tell you the truth,
I didn't expect it, but it was fun to accom
plish it at Suffolk," said Fox.
She became the ninth player in Suffolk
women's basketball history to join the elite
club.
Fox improved year after year, from being
a post player in high school to being a threepoint threat in college. The last two seasons
Fox has nailed 58 three-pointers.
This season, she also improved upon her
field goal percentage, boosting it up from
36.5% last year to just over 42% by the end

of this past season.
When she was young. Fox's mother and
sister got her interested in playing recre
ational basketball. Her mother coached her
over the years, while Fox and her sister
played many one-on-one games, sharpening
her competitive skills.
While she has had many achievements
on the court. Fox has had many unforget
table experiences off the hardwood as well.
In particular. Fox has enjoyed going to
Suffolk because it is in the heart of Boston.
"My four years at Suffolk have been
awesome," recalled Fox. "I had the best
time on the court and off it. Most of it was
because I loved living in the city."
Of course, while enjoying Suffolk
University, Fox still feels there is some
room for improvement. She would like to
see more student participation in activities
around campus.
"The things we can improve on are
Suffolk's involvement with students in ath
letics, more people involved with students
in other activities and packing the gym more
and going to other events such as plays,"
said Fox.
A criminology major. Fox plans on going
to graduate school to get her master's
degree, perhaps following in the footsteps
of her father, who is a police detective.
She would like to work with kids and
perhaps one day even coach a basketball
team.
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